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has possibly been reported as a virus by a third party.Q: why do we specify the return type as string with first
and third operator in method overload? I recently came across this code in a tutorial. I was curious to know why
we specify the return type as string with first and third operator? private static string SqlQuery(string sql) {
using (SqlConnection con = new SqlConnection(ConStr)) { SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand(sql, con);
con.Open(); return cmd.ExecuteScalar().ToString(); } } public static string Query1(string sql) { return
SqlQuery(sql); } public static string Query2(string sql) { return SqlQuery(sql); } A: They actually aren't operator
overloading, but that's a very misleading name for that technique. From the book Programming Language
Design Patterns: Design Pattern: Method Grouping Method grouping is the practice of putting related methods in
one place. In the.NET Framework, the authors of an interface use it to make sure they don't have to provide
numerous methods that return a particular type. Also, sometimes a method is not polymorphic enough to return
the right thing for all types; in that case, you can group related methods for one type. Design Pattern: Method
Overloading Method overloading is when you have two methods with the same name and the same arity.
Sometimes it's useful to overload a method, because some generic methods require you to perform some logic
before they can produce a correct result. For example, I could define a method to parse a String object, like this:
public int Parse(String aString) { if (aString!= null) { 6d1f23a050
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